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ABSTRACT
t h i s paper reviews the thsnnail-hydraulic experimental studies performed
and planned for the G«s-Coo?ed Fast Reactor (GCFR) core assemblies. The
experiments consist of basic studies performed to obtain conre!ations v and
bundle experiments which provide inout for cede validation and design verification. These studies have been performed and are planned at European
lannratories, U.S. itasfonal laboratories, Universities in tha U.S,, and a t
!
Genera] Atomic
Thfs review shows t h a t the experimental program planned for the SCFR
core thermal-'iydrauHc mil provide-sufficient infartiiatian f o r design a n a l y s i s and v e r i f i c a t i o n of £CFR core kssemfeHes,
1.0

INTRQDUaiON

The Gas-Cooled Fast Reactor [6CFRJ cere assemblies c o n s i s t s of
metal-cSaodcd fuel and blanket rods. Pressurteed helium flows over these
assemblies In axial d i r e c t i o n . To improve t h e heat t r a n s f e r c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s
of the gaseous cti^lant, the fuel rod outer surface Is rougiiened over the
active core length, ^in the radial blanket, because of lower heat fluKes,
rouyhenfng Is not u t i l i z e d , but wire-wrsp spacers ar* ased t o obtain
close rnd spacing required t o achieve hitm heavy metal volume f r a c t i o n s .
Hence, the GCFR thermal-hydraulic core performance predictions require
the undent«r.rfinn of thi.-;i.iol nnd fluid flow c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s associated
This is a preprint of a paper to he presented at the GCFR Program Technica!

All the Individual programs mentioned are being coordinated into a joint
international thermal-hydraulic development in support of the US GCFR.. An
important ingredient of this joint ^international program is the organization
of benchmark calculations. The purpose of the benchmark rounds are to ensure
proper transfer of the expertise ga»ined from the experiments and to develop
correct analytical performance prediction models and code applications for
GCFR core assemblies.
i

Additional experiments focusing*on bundle bthavior under accident
conditions are planned at Los Alamot Scientific Laboratory (LASL). These
are the Steel Meltinq and Reduction^Tests (SMART* ttef. 10), Oepressurization
Accident Condition Tests (DACT, Ref:. 11), find Natural Circulation Tests
(Ref. 12).
!
i

The programs espitianed above ire described in brief in this paper.
2.0

BASIC TESTING

I

2.1

SINGLE ROD EXPERIMEfJTS

;

The most convenient configuration to obtain basic heat transfer snd
pressure drop correlations far rough surfaces is an annulus composed of a
single roughened rod and a smooth oyter tube (Fig. 1}. A transformstion
method has to be applied to separate the rough surface effects.
A large number of different artifically roughened surfaces were tested
in air in annular channel geometries (Refs. 13, 25). The tetts Included a
wide variation of rib height, pitch1, and width. Also, the effects of roughness fabrication techniques were tested {Ref. 14). A performance index of
rough surfaces was developed (Ref. 14) and was used to define an optimum
rouyhness conf fguration far- the GCFR. This configuration is characteH?ed
by a trapezoidal shape of the individual rib *nd the following geometry
ratios, where the H b height depends on rod diameter and lattice spacing:
R1b u1dth-to^height ratio - 3.5
Mb pii,ch-tovitrigii<, raiiu • IZ.O

An example of the GCFR roughness shape using the atonw ratio is shown in
2.
:
The roughness shown in Fig. 2 is referred to as a 2-dinicr.sional roughness. Recently a 3~dimensional roughness has been proposed (Kef. 32} which
has & potential for improved performance. Single-rod tests with this rough:
ness hive been completed.
After ccmp Iet4#£ of the independent s1ng?e-t*art tests* this performance
measurements of roughened rods were continued with a typical SCFR roughness
\n a joint KfK-£IR experiment, 'he prupose of this experiment was to improve the accuracy of exDerimental results by exploring the effects of (1)
different gases, (2) measurement techniques, and (3) trign Reynolds numbers.
The results are summarized in Figs.: 5 a..d 4, which show that in the typical
GCFR Reynolds number range (5 x 10 . to 10 ) the scatter bund is on the order
of i 7% for friction and ± 3.5K for fteat transfer (Ref. Zft). Single-rod
experiments will be performed testing s prototype of the roughened cladding
designed and built for the CFTL Program. The purpose af the experiment is
to determine the coefficients for the friction factor and heat transfer correlations for the particular roughness geometry isssd in the CFTL. These
coefficients will be determined usingi a method suggested in a rgceitt study
(Ref. 33).
2.2

SPACER TESTS

Spacers are used to position the individual rods within a bundle.
There are basically two kinds of spacer systems: grid spacers and the wirewrap syscem. Their application depends on the spacing available between the
rods. The GCfft conceptual design uses grid spacers for the fuel assemblies
and the wire-wrap system in the ratijia.1 blanket assemblies.
2-2,1

PRESSURE DROP EFFECTS OH GRID- SPACERS

Several types of grid spacers^have been tested as shown in Table Z
(Refs. 15-19, 27-29). The tests were conducted with different fluids and

different size bundles. The spacers tested differed in web band geometry.
While the regular hex spacer has straight web bands and large buttons for
<•••-,,•*

rod support, the modified hex spacer -employees bent web bands such that the
buttons can be small. Hex-shaped spacers provide support cells for each
Individual rod, where as rhombic spacers combine fayr rods into each cell
with alternative rod combination at- adjacent spacer levels. The pressure
drop measured was found to depend on:
(a)

type of spacer

(b)

relative spacer blockage in each individual subchannel

(c)

rod surface condition. i.&.i either smooth or rough

(d)

flow Reynolds number

An analytical model was developed (Ref. 20) to predict the spacer loss coefficient. This morfs! is comprehensive and has been verified with all experiments shown 1n Table 2. Usiitn this: madel, the pressure drop of the GCFR type
spacer grid were analyzed and the results were compared with experimental
data (F'_~ 5 ) . The comparison1 indicates a close agreement.
2,2.2

HEAT TRANSFER EFFECTS OF SRIOl SPACERS

The influence of a particular spacer geometry on the local heat transfer from smooth and rough rod surfaces was first investigated in an annular
test section (Ref. 21). The main result from those tests was the findinq
that there are "cold spots" rather than hot spots under each spacer for both
smooth and roughened rods. The studies were extended to cover a wide range
of Reynolds numbers and flow blockage- ratiosi a 3-rod bundle arrangement: v/as
tested in air; correlations were derived to include the heat transfer improvement near and under spacers in the analytical motfeis (Ref. 3). An example of
these data is shown in Fig. 6.
'

2.2.3

EFFECT OF MIRE-WRAP SPACERS .

The major portion of data fo»» pressure and temperature distributions
in wire-wrapped rod bundles is available from the US Liquid Hetai Fast
Breeder Reactor (LMFBR) program. To expand the data range to include GCFR
type pitch-to-diameter ratios and Reynolds numbers, water tests were conducted using & full size GCFR blanket assembly (Ref. 5). In these experiments, emphasis was placed on pressure drop, fieat transfer, and coolant
mixing. The main conclusions are: . (1) the pressure drop in the turbulent
flow regime is consistent with LRFflR data and at low Reynolds numbers
laminar flow correlations for smooth tubes can be used; (2) For the description of heat transfer in the turfaultent flow regime $ new correlation was
developed, and at low Reynolds numbers, laminar correlations for smooth tubes
can be ':sed, also circumferential Variations of heat transfer ware used to
refine -„« Hot snot temueraturs \»rc4\?tticfts; {2) The wire w & o flow mixing
tested Y/ith GCFR blanket geometry appeared to be significantly less than
that reported for the LMFSR; this effect can be attributed to a longer wire
pitch in the GCFR; and (4) The axial pressure profile measurements were used
to modify the COBRA-IV code to o&tain better agreement between code
prediction and experimental data.
2.3

MIXIHS TESTS

Mixing tests have been conducted to investigate mixing csused by
turbulence and cross flows in rod bandies (Ref. 22). These tests together
with results reported in the Hteraiture provide data to muds) flow mixing
effects in the subchannel codes used for thermal-hydraulic analysis af the
GCFR assemblies. Further review of this subject in progress by the benchmark group (Section 3.2).
IA

OTHER STUDIES

In addition to the above studies which lead to specific correlations,
experiments were conducted to study the effect of rib shape on flow distribution around the rib (Ref. 7>. The studies consistad of flow visualization

in air with various rib shapes under consideration for GCFB use. The studies
resulted in some recommendations regarding the opti.?.jm rib shape, which are
consistent with earlier findings.
m

Analytical calculations of pressure drop in the inlet no2zle of the
core assemblies are difficult due to the complicated shape. Isothermal experiments with iir have been conducted to explore the flow characteristics and to
confirm the calculations (Ref. 8). ]
2.5

DATA TEANSFORMATIQH

:

The pressure drop and friction factor data obtained from single rod
experiments described in Section 2..1 have to be transformed to separate the
effects of rough and smooth surfaces,. The usual procedure divides the flow
into two zones separated fay a line .of zero shear. Figure 1 illustrates zuch
a division of the annuity into two >ones. If the location of zero shear is
known, various quantities required'to separate the effects of smooth and
rough surfaces can be calculated. A number of methods to achieve this have
been proposed in the past two decades; they are summarized in Ref. 34.
One of these methods (Ref. 25) has been adopted by Gft, Recently, a
modification to this procedure has been proposed (Refs. 33, 34} which wi71
be verified during further experiments.
3,0

CODE DEVELOPMENT

For the design of the GCFR core assemblies, it is necessary to accurately predict the pressure and teiiroerature distribution within these
assemblies under a wide range of operating conditions. Because of the complicated geometry and a variety of effects (i.e.* spacer effects, turbulent
mixinq, rod conductions radiation teat transfer, etc.), an exact solution of
the differential equations governing the fluid behavior in the assemblies is
not possible:
It is necessary to develop computer codes which take the individual

effects into consideration, subdivide; the bundle into subchannels* and solve
the governing differential equations by numerical methods. Current codes for
use in »•* SCFR program are:
\
COOE

DEVELOPER

REFERENCE

anurecFK

GA

CLUHET
SCRIMP
SAGAPO

Eltt
£IR
KfK

35
36

:

37
38

During the past four years, considerable improvement in these codes has been
achieved utilizing experimental results ^rom small-bundle tests. This program consists of bundle experiments: and benchmark calculations. Major parts
of this program are described belowr.
3-1

BUNDLE EXPERIMENTS

:'
i

As discussed in Section 2, the basic experiments lead to thermalhydraulic correlations which are used! in the subchannel codes for assembly
analysis. The verification of the cooes can only come from comparison of
code analyses with bundle experimental To achieve this, a number of bundle
experiments have been undertaken and further tests are planned with SCFR type
assemblies.
|
The tests c o m m o n s and current status of these tests are summarized
in Table 3. In addition to the bundle tests summarized in Table 3, accident
analysis tests planned are described in Section 3.4. Detailed description «
ill tests is not possible here. tfokjyer, due to importance of CF7L tests
(Ref. 9) to the SCFR program, these- are described below in brief.
Hi thin the thermohydraulic development program* the CFTL (Ref. 9) has
the following objectives:
.•
(a)

Test models of the GCFR'fuel, control and blanket assemblies
under normal, upset., em^vnenor, *nd faulted

(b)

Validate the analytical methods employed to predict the perfornance and cyclic behavior, of the full siie GCFR core assemblies
under normal, upset, emergency, and faulted design conditions.

(c)

Determine unknown core assembly performance deficiencies.

(d)

Evaluate the impact on performance of thermally induced bowfng
or of other distortions'.

(e)

Perfora exploratory tesrts, of local blow blockages.

(f)

Validate and confirm existing timmv.ydrauiic

correlations.

In addition* the CFTL program wall partake is* the development of thermchydraulic correlations and their conffirmatien particularly in the areas oft
(g)

lew flow, i.e , transition flow wA laminar

(h)
i1

Transiefi^t These include power, flov.% and gsoRist
configuration transients.;

(1)

SJferf power distributions across the bundle.

(J)

Bepressurization transients including the design basis
depressun'2ation accident; sinmUticssi (000A}.

To support the CFTL mission tii design and code verification and
licensing support, the CFTl utilizes ktual SCFR conditions of fisHum coolant
pressure (O.I - 10.6 MPa), temperature (to clad meltingj flow {up to 3 JcQ/s}
and helium impurities, A full-size;btanfcei busidle can be accommodated in the
CFTL* To enable fuel assembly conditions extrapolation to tfta fall si2e of
271 rods, a series of bundles of 37-, 61, and 51 fuel rod simulators is
planned. The large bundle*, arp necrr&r.ry to alinvi the fStlrr.rMations. it
»as determined (Ref. 9) that the wa)l : effects penetrate approximately two
rows Inward from the duct, hence a 91-rod bundle will have a 37-rod

I

unperturbed by the duct wall. The 'bundles will have prototypical SCFR
dimensions, and the blanket bundle ;Ts prototypical r-fcart of the power source.
I•
Thus, the CFTL provides another essential link in the development of
thennohydrauJic analytical capability; for the GCFR. The CFTL is emphasizing
the confirmation of esHier basic Information; the $cale-<jp leading to reliable extrapolations to fun-size £CFR assemblies; the -integration of various
effects; the dimensional prototypicaljty; the augmentation of basic information primarily in low flow regimes;; the information needed to analyze
transients including depressuri zatiims, the confirmed accuracy and systematic
approach required to support licensing. The CFTL lies the potential for
testing special conditions if such will become necessary, however^ none are
presently planned. ^ ?
!
\
3.2

BENCHMARK FROfiRfiH

•

Benchmark c a l c u l a t i o n s program was proposed during a j o i n t meeting between Ein, SA, and Kf£ in 1976. Tfta purpose of t h i s program i s t o improve
the thermal-aydraiilie correlations fn& calculational techniaues used for SCFR
analysis. The benchmark meetings help so far, ths tests analyzed, and main
conclusions drawn are summarized ini Table 4. Since the Third Benchmark
meeting, United Kingctom Atomic Enerby: Authori ty (UKREA) and Central Electricity Board (CEGS) of liX have activejy participated in the benchmark calculations using their cwtt codes (Refs> S9-4O).
The GCFR theraal-dydraulic benchmarfc calculators have lead to considerable improvement in the steady stat$ copies wscd for the analysis and will
result in preliminary validation ofl the codes for all flow conditions.

3.3

ACCIDENT CONDITIONS TEST

The tests described in previous sections are to attain the basic correlations and to ootain sufficient data to verify steady state the subchannel analysis codes, in addition,.other tests are planned for verification of transient accident analysis; codes. These te^ts are discussed in

detail in other papers at this meeting. The tests &ie described here In
brief for completeness.
I

j
i

3.3.1

SMART TESTS

!:

.

i

These tests were conducted at the Steel Melting and Reduction Test
(SHRRT) facility &t the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory (LASL) (Itef. 10}.
The test uses full kagth rods in 37-rod bundle. The tests simulate the
event sequence which follows a total loss of flow with 5CRftH in the GCFR.
The test results (Ref. 10) ware used ta develop an analytical utodcJ to describe the natural convection cooling developing within the fuel assembly
:
when all forced flow is lost.
3.3.2

8EPHE55URI2ED ACCIDENT CONDITION TEST
I

I

The objective of the itepressuHzaticn Accident Conditions Test (OACT)
is to ofctain experim^nta\ data for Mniulation of GCFR fuel assembly cooling
under conditions diaracteristic of (tesign Sasis Bepressurizatian Accident
(DEDA) (Ref. 11). 7te BACT test program will be conducted at LASL as part of
the to*! power safety experiment program. It will use the same basic test rig
and instrumentation that are used fflr.the SMART.
i

3.3.3

NATURAL CIRCULATIOH TESTS j
j

Natural circulation tests usirlg.a closed high-pressure helium loop with
electric-'!y heated GCFft fuel rods 4* a heat source are scheduled for the
second quarter o f JG$Q (RBf. )2). T(he objective of the tests is to measure
steady state and transient helium flow »*ate and fuel cladding temperatures
under conditions similar to those encountered under natural circulation conditions in the SCPR, The test will >1so be used to identify experiments!
limitations and future test requirements £nd to help p?an the system scale
model tests that are planned as partf of the natural circulation verification
plan. The test remlte will be comtf^red to analytical results prndicteri by
a detailed PJITSAH model of the testJ

\
1

The primary (^jjccnents of tho test loop will consist of 37 electrically
heated rods, an internally insulated test vessel, an elevated water-cooled
heat exchanger, connecting piping ajnd a quick opening and ceasing check valve
In the cold leg. A combination of (power levels and pressures will be used
to model a lass-of-cuolant-circulatiion-ajn
:dent. The results will be
used to verify the methods used to {analyze neural circulation and to plan
future tests.
)
{
•

SUHKARY

I

i
The GCFR thermohydraiiHc development program is an international cooperative program. Adequate experimental facilities are available to generate
base data and confirmatory infoimfatiian as needed for the SCFR. Testing performed supplied the data to support -she analytical program and to provide the
empirical correlations related to single-rod roughened surfaces and to
clusters of rods under steady statq conditions. Experiments in progress
extend the data to transition flows a'ad to laminar steady state flows.
Planned experiments will cover the (areas ©f transit-at flows, deprsssunzations,
special conditions and combined effects.
Ths paralle? analytical effort .was successful in establishing parametric correlations of fieat transfer and pressure drops for roughened surfaces and to account for impacts of spacers and duct walls. Varioys computer
codes were developed or Adapted for Gcfft use. Improved and refined correlations and methods are being developed.
The interprogranroatic linkfaatvieenthe experiments and the analytical
developmsnt is provided by a series of systematic benchmark meetings. The
benchmark calculations and meetings furnish the means of mutual support in
analytical development, checking arid cross checking of experimental results
and concentration on areas of interest and concern, as well as channelling
and directing the SCFR thermohydraiiHc development effort.
i

The program has been successful in advancing the understanding and
calcul.rf-ionai ability of thermal wjd-fluid flovi relations In bundles of rods

with roughened surfaces at steady state to f i l l the needs of the GCFR. The
future plans promise to provide tha additional ealci$i«tional ability to
cover the needs of the GCFR progs*arti in the entire area of thermal and fluid
flow. As a side bsnetfit, i t was already shown that a GCFR assembly can perform adequately &s required by the design under normal operating conditions.

TABLE 1
i

THERMAL-HYDRAULIC EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMS
FOR GCFR tOKE ASSEMBLIES
INSTITUTE

OBJECTIVES

REFERCHCES

SINGLE ROD, SPACER.

BASIC CORRELATIONS,

3, 13 to 24

MIXING AUO BUNDLES

CODE DEVELOPMENT

PROGRAM
i1

1

4» 25 to 32

SINGLE ROD, SPACER,

BASIC CORRELATIOKS,

AND BUNDLES

CODE DEVELOPMENT

Gft

mm mint

B£S1€N VERIFICATION

8

UC5B

HIRE-WRAPPED BUNDLES,

VERIFICATION OF

5

FLOU-tflXIHG VAKES

EXISTING COaftELATiOfIS,

KfK

K1XIKG DATA
MIT

ROUGHENED ROD

. CODE DEVELOPMENT

6

ROUGHNESS DESIGN

7

BUNDLE
ROUGHENED PLATES
!

ORNL

LASL

IMPROVEMENT

ROUGH*M BUNDLE,

CODE AND ASSEMBLY

UIRE-URAP BUNDLE

DESIGN VALIDATION

ACCIDENT TEST5

DYNAMIC SYSTEM BEHAVIQH, ESTAPLI5HMEKT OF COOE
VALIPAT101I -TESTS

, n, 12

SPfiCI R TESTS

Rod Surface

^tstitiftt?

37

Smooth

Uft

water

*I69

Smooth

KFK

27.2«

water

37

Smooth

KFK

27

RetjiMar hex

air

61

Smooth

E.IR

16

Modified hex

air

37

Regular hex

water

12

air

37

TVPC of Spacer

Regular hex

Rhcnbus

Rhombic

Fluid

air

Ho.

of Ro<l

Smooth/Rough
Rough
Smooth/Rough

15

EIR

17.1S

KFK

29

EIR

Fable 3,

Sumary of QCFR Thermal-Hydraulic Bundle Tests

TEST
19 Rod

LABORATORY

COOLANT

KLW3H
OF RODS

TYPE OF 6UHDLE

KfK

Helium

19

rough/smooth r o d s ,

STATUS
(START DATE;
Completed

Hat duct,
grid, spacers
BR-Z

KfK

Helium

12

rouah/sn-.uoth rods.
scd"iloped ducts,
grict spocars

19-Rods
With 3-D
Roughness

KfK

Helium
and N 7

19%

rougli/sacoth rods,
3-P roughness, grid
spec&rs, f U t d-jct

ASATHE-1

E1R

CO,

37

rough/imootfi rods,
scalloped duct,
grid spgcars

Completed

;.sATiJE-ir

£IR

CO-

37

r.oiigh/5n»ooth rods

(I960)

£

c
A8ATHE-III

E1K

CO-

Con-.pleted

{1580}

f U t duct, corner
support reds

37

ft

37 Rod Test

MIT

Water

37

61 Rod
Wire-Wrapped

UCSB

Water

61

M i x i n g Vane

UCSB

Water

37

CFTL

ORHL

Helium

37,61,91

rough rods, interior (1931)
support /ods
rough/smooth rods. Completed
grid spacsrs
vji re-wrapped,
Completed
sinoath
rough/smooth rods»
0980)
grid spacers with
itiixiag vanes
( i ) rough/smooth
(1981)

rods, flat
duct

( i i ) wirfe-ivrdppcd

tundle

Summary of Benchmark . ctivity

Table 4.

auuotE
ANALYZED

7F5T CONDITIONS

PARTICIPANTS
IN CALCULATIONS

19 Rod
(Helium}

• Turbulent

EIR, GA, SfK

* Vial 1 channel
division

2

DR-2
(Helium

• Turbulent
••transition

EIR, SA, KfK

- Meed to analyze
different bundles

3

37 Rod
AGATHE-Z

• Turbulent
• Transition

CEGB, EIR, SA, » Conduction (igat

37 Rod
AGATRE-i

•
•
•
•

CEGB, Elft, SA
KfK. UKAEA

• Radiation heat
transfer

CEGB, EIR, SA,
KfK, UKA£A

• Duct conduction
* Keat losses
• Natural Convection effects

m

4

2

5

37 Rod

A6ATHE-I
(CO^J1
/Oft

* Laminar

Turbulent
Transition
Laminar
Turbulent
with power
tilt

• Laminar
• Laminar with
power tilt
» Turbulent with
two rows
heated

KfK, UKAEA

MAIN C0IICLU5I0NS

transfer

ROUGH

TUOF.
SURFACE OF
ZERO SHEAR

I [

!c

:L

Fig. 1.

Configuration for Single Rod Tests

p= .2 ± 0.1 MM

.V=0.35 ± fl.05 MM
tO.92

>"-H

mvmmmm

2,

Roughness confi£\i*3ticm f|sr AGAT11E experiments and GCPIU
height of 3-loop GCFR ic 0.13 msi (Ref. 14),

The rib

EYf.'OlDS NUMBER

3-

Benchmark expeclti cnt comparison of measured
friction factors Cllef. 2 6 ) .

H
to
3

-

Benchmark Experlfenc comparison of measured
Stantoit numbers Cflef. 26).

li-

A

^^T

—-»

Ftg. 5. Comparison »f analytical rcstslta with experimental points for
Ccru type spacers (Refl 20).

Pig. 6.

Axial d i s t r i b u t i o n at t i c "itf.seJt number? mo-.^.ur&d between thtt
ribs of the spacers V $ wroth; Orougii (Ref. 30),
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